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Chapter 1. Overview

The QMF Data Service server supports a broad range of data sources, including mainframe relational/ non-relational databases and file structures, distributed databases running on Linux, UNIX, and Windows platforms, Cloud based relational and non-relational data, and NoSQL databases. IBM® DB2 QMF® Data Service solutions have a range of connectivity options for data consumers, including QMF Workstation/WebSphere, QMF Vision, and QMF for TSO/CICS.

Table 1. Partial list of supported data sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data support</th>
<th>Data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mainframe relational/non-relational databases and file structures</td>
<td>• IBM® DB2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• IBM® Information Management System (IMS/DB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Native VSAM files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sequential files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Software AG Adabas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed databases running on Linux, UNIX, and Windows platforms</td>
<td>• IBM® DB2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Apache Derby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• IBM® Informix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Oracle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Microsoft SQL Server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Virtual tables

A virtual table enables data from multiple, disconnected sources to be virtually integrated into a single logical data source. You can use both mainframe and distributed data sources to build mappings and create virtual tables regardless of where the data is located and without having to copy or move the data.

Each data source provides a mechanism for defining data. For example, for VSAM and sequential file data, you use a COBOL copybook to store data definitions. When you create a virtual table, the data definitions determine how to create the mappings.

You create a virtual table only once. After you create a virtual table, you can use any interface to access the data. Virtual tables are used for SQL solutions.
Chapter 2. The SQL solution

To enable ANSI SQL access to mainframe data sources, configure IBM® DB2 QMF® Data Service.

Configuring a solution can include one or more of the following tasks:

- Configure the started task JCL by modifying the CQD1PROC member that is in the hlq.SCQDCNTL library.
- Configure the server member that is included in data set member hlq.CQDS.SCQDEXEC(CQDSIN00).
- Make definition changes in the data provider interface.

Before configuring the SQL solution, the Data Service server installation must be successfully completed.

You can also use the Data Service Studio to get SQL access to your data.

For information about configuring the SQL solution, see the following topics.

Configuring Data Service with DB2 QMF for TSO and CICS

Before using Data Service with DB2 QMF for TSO and CICS, verify that the configuration is complete. The instructions for setting up Data Service are described in the Installing and Managing DB2 QMF for TSO and CICS book.

Procedure

1. Ensure that the IBM® DB2 QMF® Data Service DB2 package, CQDHLI, has been bound to QMF, see QMF job in QMF1210.SDSQSAPE(DSQ1BPKQ).
2. For TSO QMF, ensure that the Data Service dataset CQD.SCQDLOAD has been allocated to all TSO users STEPLIB or ISPLLIB.
3. For QMF CICS ensure that the QMF1210.SDSQSAPE(DSQ1ECSQ) job was run to update the CICS region’s CSD that includes the Data Service modules CQDHLI and CQDCLAPI.
4. For QMF CICS ensure that the Data Service load library, CQD.SCQDCL00, has been allocated to the CICS DFHRPL.

Configuring access to data sources

The server supports access to many mainframe and distributed data sources. You can find detailed information for the specific data interface you want to use.

Before you begin

The server must be installed.

About this task

To configure a data source, see the following tasks:

- “Configuring access to data in Adabas” on page 5
• “Configuring access to data in relational database management systems (RDBMS)” on page 6
• “Configuring access to data in IBM IMS DB” on page 17
• “Configuring access to VSAM” on page 18
• “Configuring access to sequential files” on page 19
Chapter 3. Configuring access to data sources

Configure Data Service server to enable access to mainframe data sources.

Configuring access to data in Adabas

To access Adabas, you need to configure the started task JCL and the server configuration member.

Procedure

To configure and verify access to data in Adabas, perform the following tasks.

Configuring the server started task JCL

Make the ADALNKR module available.

Before you begin

All data sets that you add to the server started task JCL STEPLIB must be APF-authorized.

About this task

Note: You can skip this task if the ADALNKR module is in the z/OS linklist.

Procedure

1. Add the Adabas LOAD library to the server started task JCL. Uncomment the ADALOAD parameter and set it to the correct Adabas load library name.
   
   ADALOAD = 'ADABAS.LOAD'

2. Uncomment the reference to the LOAD library in the STEPLIB.

Modifying the server configuration member

Enable the Adabas parameters in the server configuration member.

About this task

The server configuration member is shipped in data set member hlq.SCQDEXEC(CQDSIN00) and copied to hlq.CQDS.SCQDEXEC(CQDSIN00) by the job in the CQDGNMP1 member for you to make your local modifications.

Procedure

1. In the CQDSIN00 member, locate the comment “ENABLE ADABAS DATABASE SERVER SUPPORT.”

2. Enable the Adabas parameters by changing if DontDoThis to if DoThis. Set the ADABAS parameter to YES.

   if DoThis then
   do
   "MODIFY PARM NAME(ADABAS) VALUE(YES)"
   "MODIFY PARM NAME(ADABASUBINFOSIZE) VALUE(256)"
   "MODIFY PARM NAME(ADABASAUTOCOMMITBIND) VALUE(YES)"
The following table lists the parameters for configuring support for Adabas data stores:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Valid values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACIMAPREDUCEADAB</td>
<td>Map Reduce Adabas Record Buffer Size - Allows Adabas Multi-Fetch used to read records via L1 commands. If the Adabas ADARUN limits are exceeded, an Adabas response code 53 is issued.</td>
<td>Buffer size in bytes. 64000 (default value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACIMAPREDUCEADAISN</td>
<td>Map Reduce Adabas ISN Buffer Size - When a Key Descriptor is used in a Search query, an Adabas S1 search is performed. The resulting internal sequence number (ISN) Record number list is divided up into separate Map Reduce threads.</td>
<td>Buffer size in bytes. 64000 (default value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADABAS</td>
<td>Activates support for Adabas data stores.</td>
<td>NO Support is not active. (default value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADABASAUTOCOMMITBIND</td>
<td>Activates support for the AUTOCOMMIT BIND option.</td>
<td>YES Activate support. (default value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADABASUBINFOSIZE</td>
<td>Specifies the total amount of space to allocate for user information and review information in the Adabas user block. Review the maximum user information size in the ADALNKR, and increase the value of this parameter to be equal to or greater than the maximum user information size.</td>
<td>256 KB (default value)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Configuring access to data in relational database management systems (RDBMS)

You can access data on IBM Big SQL, DB2 for z/OS, DB2 LUW (Linux, UNIX, and Windows), and Oracle.

Procedure

1. Enable the RDBMS access method in the DV configuration member. See “Modifying the server configuration member” on page 7.
2. Configure access to the database.
   - IBM DB2 for z/OS
     Configure DB2 to use the Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA) access method.
     See “Configuring access to IBM DB2 for z/OS” on page 11.
   - Non-z/OS databases, including Big SQL, DB2 LUW, and Oracle.
     Configure the RDBMS to use the Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA) access method.
     See “Configuring access to non-z/OS databases” on page 12.

Modifying the server configuration member

Enable the RDBMS access method in the server configuration member.

About this task

Configure the server to use Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA) when accessing a RDBMS.

Modify the server configuration member in data set hlq.CQDS.SCQDEXEC(CQDSIN00).

Procedure

1. In the CQDSIN00 member, locate the section that contains the comment “ENABLE DRDA ACCESS TO RDBMS.”
2. Enable the DRDA parameters by changing if Don'tDoThis to if DoThis. Set the DRDASKIPZSERVICES parameter to YES.

   ```
   if DoThis then
   do
   "MODIFY PARM NAME(TRACEOEDRDAW) VALUE(YES)"
   "MODIFY PARM NAME(CLIENTMUSTELECTORDA) VALUE(NO)"
   "MODIFY PARM NAME(DRDASKIPWLMSETUP) VALUE(NO)"
   "MODIFY PARM NAME(DRDAFORLOGGINGTASK) VALUE(NO)"
   ``

The following table lists the parameters for configuring support for DRDA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Valid values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLIENTMUSTELECTORDA</td>
<td>If set to YES, JDBC clients must explicitly opt in for DRDA to be used by setting the user parameter connection variable to 'DRDA'. Note: JDBC clients can always opt out of DRDA processing by setting the user parameter to 'NODRDA'. If set to NO, DRDA processing is used for access all configured RDBMSs.</td>
<td>YES NO Default value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Valid values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRDASKIPWLMSETUP</td>
<td>If set to YES, WLM information is not collected and sent to DRDA during JDBC logon processing. If captured, the DRDA equivalent to SET_CLIENT_ID calls is issued after logon to establish these values on the DRDA connection. If not captured, the transmission that is used to set these WLM-related values is bypassed. If set to NO, the client user ID, application name, workstation name, and accounting token that were sent in the initial client buffer are collected and sent separately after logon processing to DRDA.</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO Default value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRDAFORLOGGINGTASK</td>
<td>If set to YES, DRDA processing is used for the CQD DB2 on z/OS logging subtask. If set to NO, SAF or RRSAF connections are used. Note: Passticket support must be enabled for the target DDF server. If passticket support is not configured, set the parameter to NO.</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO Default value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACEOEDRDARW</td>
<td>If set to YES (recommended), TCP/IP communications via DRDA are traced. If set to NO, DRDA receive and send operations are not traced.</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NO Default value.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Define DRDA RDBMSs by entering a definition statement. Provide your local environment values for all the parameters.

- For DB2 for z/OS:
  "DEFINE DATABASE TYPE(MEMBER)"
  "NAME(DSN1)"
  "LOCATION(DEVIDSN1)"
  "DDFSTATUS(ENABLE)"
  "PORT(443)"
  "IPADDR(127.0.0.1)"
  "CCSID(37)"
  "APPLNAME(DSN1LU)"
  "IDLETIME(110)"

- For DB2 for Linux, UNIX, or Windows:
"DEFINE DATABASE TYPE(LUW)",
"NAME(UDB1)",
"LOCATION(SAMPLE)",
"DDFSTATUS(ENABLE)",
"DOMAIN(your.domain.name)",
"PORT(50000)",
"CCSID(37)"

• For Oracle:

"DEFINE DATABASE TYPE(ORACLE)",
"NAME(name)",
"LOCATION(location)",
"DDFSTATUS(ENABLE)",
"DOMAIN(domain)",
"PORT(port)",
"CCSID(500)"

The following table lists the parameters for defining DDF endpoints:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Valid values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APPLNAME</td>
<td>Application name. The APPLNAME used by the target endpoint for passticket generations. <em>(Optional)</em></td>
<td>A valid value is 1 - 8 characters. If APPLNAME is not specified in the definition statement, no default value is provided and passticket access is disabled. <strong>Note:</strong> APPLNAME is not required when connecting from the JDBC driver.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCSID</td>
<td>Specify the EBCDIC single-byte application CCSID (Coded Character Set Identifier) configured for this RDBMS subsystem on the RDBMS installation panel DSNTIPF, option 7. <em>(Optional)</em></td>
<td>Refer to the RDBMS vendor documentation for a list of valid CCSID. <strong>Note:</strong> See <a href="#">&quot;Verifying Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) values and definitions&quot; on page 10</a>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDFSTATUS</td>
<td>The DDF activation status can be altered online by using the ISPF 4-DB2 dialog panels. <em>(Required)</em></td>
<td><strong>ENABLE</strong> To make this DDF definition active within CQD. <strong>DISABLE</strong> DDF endpoint is not used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPADDR</td>
<td>Specify the dot-notation IPV4 address of the DDF endpoint. <em>(Optional)</em></td>
<td>If this parameter is not specified, the value 127.0.0.1 (local host) is the default. For group director definitions, use the DVIPA IP address of the group director.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Valid values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| LOCATION  | For DB2: The DB2 location name.  
For LUW: The LUW database.  
For Oracle: The Oracle SSID as defined to the Oracle Database Provider (Gateway) (Required) | A valid value is a string 1 - 16 characters. |
| NAME      | The database name as known to the server. (Required) | A valid value consists is 1 - 4 characters. Clients use this ID when they request access to a specific DB2 subsystem. |
| PORT      | Specify the IP port number that is defined for DRDA access in this DDF endpoint. (Optional) | If this keyword is not entered, the default DRDA port number 443 is used. |
| TYPE      | If this DDF endpoint is a DB2 group director, specify GROUP.  
If this DDF endpoint is a DB2 instance or group member for z/OS, specify MEMBER.  
If this DDF endpoint is a DB2 instance or group member for Linux, UNIX, or Windows, specify LUW.  
If this DDF endpoint is an Oracle instance, the parameter informs DRDA AR and supportive tooling that the remote server is an Oracle DB Provider which supports DRDA AS. The Oracle DRDA AS must be in z/OS simulation mode. | GROUP (DB2 for z/OS)  
MEMBER (DB2 for z/OS)  
LUW (Big SQL and DB2 LUW)  
ORACLE |

**Verifying Coded Character Set Identifier (CCSID) values and definitions**

Verify that the Unicode translation of the CCSID used in the `DEFINE DATABASE` statement and the CCSID used by the target RDBMS are defined for your z/OS environment.

**Procedure**

1. You should identify the CCSID of the RDBMS. For example, Oracle may use `ccsid1`. In your `DEFINE DATABASE` statement in the configuration member for the RDBMS you have `ccsid2`. For this example, where Oracle is using `ccsid1`, you need to verify that you have `ccsid1-ccsid2` and `ccsid2-ccsid1` defined in your Unicode translation table on z/OS using the command **D UNI,ALL**.
2. If the entry is not present, you need to add the entry to your Unicode translation table and refresh. Please refer to the IBM z/OS documentation on how to add the entry.

Note: As an alternative, the Unicode table can be appended within the server by using the following statement examples in the server configuration member:

"DEFINE CONV SOURCE(ccsid1) TARGET(ccsid2) TECH(RE)"
"DEFINE CONV SOURCE(ccsid2) TARGET(ccsid1) TECH(RE)"

Configuring access to IBM DB2 for z/OS

About this task

Before you issue DB2 requests, you must bind DRDA into packages within each DB2 subsystem.

Configuring the server started task JCL
If you use DB2 z/OS, add the DB2 load library to the server started task JCL.

Before you begin

All data sets that you add to the server started task JCL STEPLIB must be APF-authorized.

Procedure

Edit the JCL in the hlq.SCQDCNTL(CQD1PROC) member to add the name of the DB2 library to the DB2LIB parameter:

DB2LIB='DSNX10'

The DB2LIB must contain the DB2 interface modules, such as DSNALI and DSNHLI, and must be in uppercase and enclosed in quotation marks.

Configuring DB2 for Distributed Relational Database Architecture (DRDA)
If you are using a zIIP specialty engine, configure DB2 to use DRDA.

About this task

Before you can successfully issue DRDA requests, you must bind IBM® DB2 QMF® Data Service DBRMs into packages within each target DB2 subsystem.

Procedure

1. Set the DEFAULTDB2SUBSYS parameter in the server configuration member to a valid DB2 subsystem name.
2. Edit the CQDBINDD job that is supplied in the hlq.SCQDCNTL data set. Follow the instructions that are provided in the JCL.
3. Run the CQDBINDD job.

Configuring security
Configure security to provide user access to DB2.
Procedure
1. Assign users READ authority.
   • For DRDA, assign users READ authority to the ssid.DIST profile.
2. This step only applies to DB2 for z/OS. To grant users access to the DB2 subsystem and to enable passticket logon processing, you must define one RACF PTKTDATA resource for each unique DRDA APPLNAME. To define each PTKTDATA resource, customize and run the appropriate job.
   • CQDRADB2 is for IBM Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) security.
   • CQDA2DB2 is for CA ACF2 (Access Control Facility) security.
   • CQDT5DB2 is for CA Top Secret Security (TSS).

Configuring access to non-z/OS databases
You can configure access data on Big SQL, DB2 LUW (Linux, UNIX, and Windows), and Oracle.

About this task
Configure access to non-z/OS databases as follows.

Procedure
1. “Modifying the server configuration member” on page 7.
2. “Configuring Server Event Facility rules for Big SQL and LUW.”

Configuring Server Event Facility rules for Big SQL and LUW
Configure Server Event Facility (SEF) rules to provide access to Big SQL and LUW Databases, including databases connected via IBM Federated Server.

Procedure
Auto-enable the SQL Rule SCQDXATH(CQDALUWG) to provide the logon credentials to each LUW instance. Global variables are used to define alternate authentication credential mapping for the SEF ATH Rule.
1. In the IBM DB2 QMF Data Service - Primary Option Menu, select option E for Rules Mgmt.
2. Select option 2 for SEF Rule Management.
3. Enter * to display all rules, or ATH to display only authentication rules.
4. Set Auto-Enable for the CQDALUWG rule member by entering A and ENTER.

Example
It is common for data centers to assign different user IDs for access to z/OS and for access to LUW. By default, the server will attempt to log on to LUW with the same user ID that was presented for logon to z/OS. A facility is needed in the server to optionally change a user’s logon credentials when accessing DB2 on LUW.

A Server Event Facility (SEF) ATH Rule can be used to set these two parameters for logon to LUW:

ATH.AUDROTUS     LUW User ID
ATH.AUDROTPW      LUW Password
A SEF Rule could be coded to insert hard coded user IDs and passwords, even testing for different incoming IDs and specific LUW DBs. However, as an alternative to hard coding IDs and passwords in the SEF Rule, hlq.SCQDXATH(CQDALUWG) is provided to resolve LUW credentials from the Server Global Variables. Rule CQDALUWG should not be modified, except to toggle tracing of its execution. Server Global Variables for LUW are mapped as follows:

GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.grexx.GLOBAL.DEFAULT
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.grexx.GLOBAL.userid
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.grexx.ssid.GLOBAL.DEFAULT
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.grexx.ssid.userid

Where:
- **grexx** is the name of the active SEF ATH rule, in this case CQDALUWG.
- **ssid** is the target LUW subsystem name in the **xQDy1N00 DEFINE DATABASE NAME(ssid)** statement.
- **userid** is the incoming z/OS user ID.

The last node of each Global Variable sets the LUW userID and password in the format:

userid:password;comment after the semicolon

For instance, using active SEF Rule CQDALUWG, a default LUW user ID and password could be set to luwuser/luwpswd by setting the subnode value of GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDALUWG.GLOBAL.DEFAULT to:

luwuser:luwpswd;Global Default for any user

Similarly, a default LUW user ID and password for subsystem LUW1 could be set to luwuser1/luwpswd1 by setting the subnode value of GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDALUWG.LUW1.GLOBAL.DEFAULT to:

luwuser1:luwpswd1;Default for LUW subsystem named LUW1

Each user can be assigned unique credentials for LUW1. Assuming ZOSUSER1 and ZOSUSER2 are the z/OS user id:

GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDALUWG.LUW1.ZOSUSER1
subnode value
luwusera:pswda;LUW1 credentials for ZOSUSER1
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDALUWG.LUW1.ZOSUSER2
subnode value
luwuserb:pswdb;LUW1 credentials for ZOSUSER2
etc.

Each user can be assigned unique default credentials for ALL LUWs. Assuming ZOSUSER1 and ZOSUSER2 are the z/OS user id:

GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDALUWG.GLOBAL.ZOSUSER1
subnode value
luwusera:pswda;LUW credentials for ZOSUSER1
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDALUWG.GLOBAL.ZOSUSER2
subnode value
luwuserb:pswdb;LUW credentials for ZOSUSER2
etc.

Searches to resolve the LUW credentials follow the order:

GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDALUWG.ssid.userid
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDALUWG.GLOBAL.userid
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDALUWG.ssid.GLOBAL.DEFAULT
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDALUWG.GLOBAL.DEFAULT
Global Variables are maintained between recycles of dvServer and between IPLs.

**Configuring Server Event Facility rules for Oracle DRDA**

Configure Server Event Facility (SEF) rules to provide access to Oracle databases via the Oracle Database Provider for DRDA.

**Procedure**

1. Auto-enable the SQL Rule SCQDXSQL(CQDSORAC) to allow Data Service Studio Meta discovery on Oracle databases.
   a. In the IBM DB2 QMF Data Service - Primary Option Menu, select option E for Rules Mgmt.
   b. Select option 2 for SEF Rule Management.
   c. Enter * to display all rules, or SQL to display only SQL rules.
   d. Set Auto-Enable for the CQDSORAC(CQD) rule member by entering A and ENTER.

2. Auto-enable the SEF ATH Rule SCQDXATH(CQDAODBG) to provide the logon credentials to each Oracle instance. Global variables are used to define alternate authentication credential mapping for the SEF ATH Rule.
   a. In the IBM DB2 QMF Data Service - Primary Option Menu, select option E for Rules Mgmt.
   b. Select option 2 for SEF Rule Management.
   c. Enter * to display all rules, or ATH to display only authentication rules.
   d. Set Auto-Enable for the CQDAODBG(CQD) rule member by entering A and ENTER.

3. Optional: Verify the CQD global variable setup for authentication rules:
   a. In the IBM DB2 QMF Data Service - Primary Option Menu, select option E for Rules Mgmt.
   b. Select option 1 for Display Global Variables.
   c. Enter GL0BAL2 and press enter to display all GLOBAL2 Variables.
   d. If subnode DRDA does not exist, enter S DRDA in the COMMAND and press Enter.
   e. If subnode ATH does not exist, enter S ATH in the COMMAND and press Enter.
   f. If subnode CQDAODBG does not exist, enter S CQDAODBG in the COMMAND and press Enter.

**Example**

It is common for data centers to assign different user IDs for access z/OS and for access to Oracle AS. By default, the server will attempt to log on to Oracle with the same user ID that was presented for logon to z/OS. A facility is needed in the server to optionally change a user’s logon credentials when accessing DB2 on Oracle.

A Server Event Facility (SEF) ATH Rule can be used to set these two parameters for logon to Oracle:

```
ATH.AUDROTUS   Oracle User ID
ATH.AUDROTPW   Oracle Password
```

A SEF Rule could be coded to insert hard coded User IDs and passwords, even testing for different incoming IDs and specific Oracle DBs. However, as an alternative to hard coding IDs and passwords in the SEF Rule,
hlq.SCQDXATH(CQDAODBG) is provided to resolve Oracle credentials from the Server Global Variables. Rule CQDAODBG should not be modified, except to toggle tracing of its execution. Server Global Variables for Oracle are mapped as follows:

GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.grexx.GLOBAL.DEFAULT
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.grexx.GLOBAL.userid
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.grexx.ssid.GLOBAL.DEFAULT
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.grexx.ssid.userid

Where:
- `grexx` is the name of the active SEF ATH rule, in this case CQDAODBG.
- `ssid` is the target Oracle subsystem name in the $QDyIN00$ DEFINE DATABASE NAME statement.
- `userid` is the incoming z/OS user ID.

The last node of each Global Variable sets the Oracle userID and password in the format:

`userid:password;comment after the semicolon`

For instance, using active SEF Rule CQDAODBG, a default Oracle user ID and password could be set to `orauser/orapswd` by setting the subnode value of `GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.GLOBAL.DEFAULT` to:

`orauser:orapswd;Global Default for any user`

Similarly, a default Oracle user ID and password for subsystem ORA1 could be set to `oraluser/oralpswd` by setting the subnode value of `GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.ORA1.GLOBAL.DEFAULT` to:

`oraluser:oralpswd;Default for ORA subsystem named ORA1`

Each user can be assigned unique credentials for ORA1. Assuming `ZOSUSER1` and `ZOSUSER2` are the z/OS user ID:

GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.ORA1.ZOSUSER1 subnode value
oralusera:pswda;ORA1 credentials for ZOSUSER1
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.ORA1.ZOSUSER2 subnode value
oraluserb:pswdb;ORA1 credentials for ZOSUSER2
etc.

Each user can be assigned unique default credentials for ALL Oracles. Assuming `ZOSUSER1` and `ZOSUSER2` are the z/OS user ID:

GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.GLOBAL.ZOSUSER1 subnode value
oralusera:pswda;ORA credentials for ZOSUSER1
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.GLOBAL.ZOSUSER2 subnode value
oraluserb:pswdb;ORA credentials for ZOSUSER2
etc.

Searches to resolve the Oracle credentials follow the order:

GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.ssid.userid
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.GLOBAL.userid
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.ssid.GLOBAL.DEFAULT
GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.GLOBAL.DEFAULT

The following is an example of Oracle Global Variables for the ATH rule CQDAODBG.
About this task

Procedure

Verify the CQD global variable setup for authentication rules:
1. In the IBM DB2 QMF Data Service - Primary Option Menu, select option E for Rules Mgmt.
2. Select option 1 for Display Global Variables.
3. Enter GLOBAL2 and press enter to display all GLOBAL2 Variables.
4. If subnode DRDA does not exist, enter S DRDA in the COMMAND and press Enter.
5. If subnode ATH does not exist, enter S ATH in the COMMAND and press Enter.
6. If subnode CQDAODBG does not exist, enter S CQDAODBG in the COMMAND and press Enter.

Example

To create the Global Variable: GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.GLOBAL.DEFAULT and value of myid:mypwd;my comment:
1. In the IBM DB2 QMF Data Service - Primary Option Menu, select option E for Rules Mgmt.
2. Select option 1 for Display Global Variables.
3. Enter GLOBAL2 and press enter to display all GLOBAL2 Variables.
4. If the next subnode (in this case, DRDA) does not exist, enter S DRDA in the COMMAND and press Enter.
5. Select the new subnode (DRDA) by entering S in the “S” column and ENTER.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until all the subnodes are created except for the last node. For example, the Global Prefix shows GLOBAL2.DRDA.ATH.CQDAODBG.GLOBAL.
7. To create the last node (in this example, DEFAULT), only do step 4.
8. Locate the last node and enter the value by typing into the “Subnode Value” column. In this example: myid:mypwd;my comment.

**Note:** Make sure that the Global Prefix value appended with the Subnode Name matches the search order as documented.

---

### Configuring access to data in IBM IMS DB

To access IMS DB, you need to configure the server started task JCL and the server configuration member.

**Before you begin**

The server must already be installed.

**About this task**

**Procedure**

To configure and verify access to data in IMS DB, complete the following tasks.

#### Configuring the server started task JCL

Add IMS.SDFSRESL to the server started task JCL.

**About this task**

**Note:** You can omit this task if the IMS resident library (SDFSRESL) module is in the z/OS linklist.

**Procedure**

Modify the server started task JCL. If the IMS SDFSRESL is not already in the link pack area or linklist, add it to the STEPLIB.

**Note:** All data sets that you add to the server started task JCL STEPLIB must be APF-authorized.

#### Modifying the server configuration member

Enable the IMS DB parameters in the server configuration member.

**About this task**

The server configuration member is shipped in data set member hlq.SCQDEXEC(CQDSIN00) and copied to hlq.CQDS.SCQDEXEC(CQDSIN00) by the job in the CQDGNMP1 member for you to make your local modifications.

**Procedure**

1. In the CQDSIN00 member, locate the comment “ENABLE IMS CCTL/DBCT SUPPORT.”
2. Enable the IMS DB parameters by changing if Don'tDoThis to if DoThis. Set the parameter DBCTL to YES.
if DoThis then
  do
    "MODIFY PARM NAME(DBCTL) VALUE(YES)"
    "MODIFY PARM NAME(IMSID) VALUE(IVP1)"
    "MODIFY PARM NAME(IMSDBNNAME) VALUE(IMSX10.SFDSRESL)"
    "MODIFY PARM NAME(IMSMINTHREADS) VALUE(5)"
    "MODIFY PARM NAME(IMSMAXTHREADS) VALUE(10)"
    "MODIFY PARM NAME(IMSNBABUFFERS) VALUE(10)"
    "MODIFY PARM NAME(IMSFPOVERFLOW) VALUE(10)"
    "MODIFY PARM NAME(TRACEIMSDLIEVENTS) VALUE(NO)"
  end

The following table lists the parameters for configuring support for IMS DB data stores:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Valid values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DBCTL</td>
<td>Initialize DBCTL support.</td>
<td>YES, NO (default value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMSID</td>
<td>IMS SSID of the DBCTL region.</td>
<td>Four-character name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMSDBNAME</td>
<td>The name of the data set for the IMS residence library.</td>
<td>Data set name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMSMINTHREADS</td>
<td>Minimum number of threads.</td>
<td>Numeric value. Default is 5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMSMAXTHREADS</td>
<td>Maximum number of threads.</td>
<td>Numeric value. Default is 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMSNBABUFFERS</td>
<td>Total number of NBA buffers.</td>
<td>Numeric value. Default is 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMSFPBUFFERS</td>
<td>Fast path buffers per thread.</td>
<td>Numeric value. Default is 10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACEIMSDLIEVENTS</td>
<td>Trace IMS DLI events.</td>
<td>YES, NO (default value)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Configuring IMS DB
No modifications are required.

Configuring access to VSAM
No modifications are required to configure the SQL interface for native VSAM. However, you should verify that the server has access to VSAM.

About this task
To configure access to native VSAM, complete the following tasks:

Configuring the server started task JCL
No modifications are required.

Modifying the server configuration member
No modifications are required.
Configuring VSAM
No modifications are required.

Configuring access to sequential files
No modifications are needed to configure the SQL interface to access sequential files.

About this task

Configuring the server started task JCL
No modifications are required.

Modifying the server member
No modifications are required.

Configuring sequential files
No modifications are required.

Configuring access to SMF data for IT Operational Analytics
IT Operational Analytics (ITOA) allows you to retrieve, analyze, and report data for IT operations. System information can be logged using the IBM System Management Facility (SMF) and the native Data Service server logging feature. Logging allows you to collect various systems and operations-related information.

Before you begin
IBM APAR OA48933 provides real-time SMF support and is a requirement for the configuration of real-time SMF. Obtain and apply the fix for this APAR.

About this task

Virtual tables for SMF are provided in the hlq.SCQDSMAP data set.

There are two options to access the SMF data, real-time SMF (in memory) and SMF data sets.

To configure IT Operational Analytics, complete the tasks that follow.

Configuring System Management Facility (SMF) files
To configure SMF, you need to configure the server started task JCL, the server configuration member, and the server virtual table member.

Procedure
1. Configure the server started task JCL. Concatenate the hlq.SCQDSMAP data set to the CQDMAPP DD statement to add all maps for SMF.

2. Customize the server configuration member. To enable virtual table rule events, configure the SEFVTBEVENTS parameter in the CQDSIN00 member.

   "MODIFY PARM NAME(SEFVTBEVENTS) VALUE(YES)"

Verify the VTB ruleset name:
"DEFINE RULESET NAME(VTB)"
"RULETYPE(VTB)"
"DSNAME('||SHLQ2||'.SCQDXTB')"

If there were any changes to CQDSIN00, recycle the server started task.

3. To use real-time SMF, add the following statements to the CQDSIN00 member after the GLOBAL PRODUCT OPTIONS statement.

IF DoThis
THEN DO
  "DEFINE SMF NAME(IFASMF.INMEM)",
  "BUFSIZE(500)",
  "TIME(0)"
END

4. Customize the Server Event Facility rule SCQDSMAP in the VTB ruleset using ISPF option SEF Rule Management with the SMF dump data set, the logstream data set or in-memory name. You can choose to activate all three options by customizing the rule.

The VTB rule can select from a GDG data set, any SMF dump dataset, logstream data set or the in-memory stream.

a. In the IBM DB2 QMF Data Service - Primary Option Menu, select option E for Rules Mgmt.

b. Select option 2 for SEF Rule Management.

c. Enter VTB for Display Only the Ruleset Named.

d. Select the SCQDSMAP member by entering S and ENTER.

e. Edit the SMF data set as follows:

   Note: If you do not have GDG, leave GDGBASE as it is.

   when PHASE = "INIT" then do
   /*---------------------------*/
   /* Create the required global variables. */
   /* Rather than modifying the default values in this rule */
   /* we recommend that you use the Global Variable application */
   /* or another SEF rule to set the values for your site. */
   /*-------------------------*/
   /* Set up the required global variables */
   if SDBVALUE("GLOBAL2.SMFTBL2.GDGBASE","E") = "N"
   then
     GLOBAL2.SMFTBL2.GDGBASE = "HLQ.SMF.DUMP.DSN"
     "< === point to your raw smf dataset"
   if SDBVALUE("GLOBAL2.SMFTBL2.DEFAULT","E") = "N"
   then
     GLOBAL2.SMFTBL2.DEFAULT = "HLQ.SMF.DUMP.DSN(+0)"
     "< === point to your raw smf dataset"
   end /* End of INIT phase code */

   f. Enable the rule by entering E and ENTER. Set this to Auto-enable by using A and ENTER.

g. Check to make sure the Global Variable is created with the raw SMF data set: Navigate one screen back on the ISPF panel or start over by going to option E (Rules Mgmt) and 1 (Global Variables). In this Global Variable display, select the following:

   1) Change Global Prefix to GLOBAL2.

   2) Select SMFTBL2 by entering S next to the SMFTBL2 data set.

   3) GDGBASE and DEFAULT should have its corresponding SMF dump data set name if used.

   4) IM should have its corresponding SMF in-memory name if used.

   5) LOG should have its corresponding SMF logstream name if used.
Note:

VTB rules and global variables may be used to reference a GDG data set, any SMF dump data set, logstream data set or the in-memory stream. For example:

GLOBAL2.SMFGBL2.YESTERDAY = "RSPROD.DEV1.SMFDUMP(-1)"
GLOBAL2.SMFGBL2.M2 = "RSPROD.DEV1.SMFDUMP(-2)"
GLOBAL2.SMFGBL2.M3 = "RSPROD.DEV1.SMFDUMP(-3)"
GLOBAL2.SMFGBL2.M4 = "RSPROD.DEV1.SMFDUMP(-4)"
GLOBAL2.SMFGBL2.M5 = "RSPROD.DEV1.SMFDUMP(-5)"
GLOBAL2.SMFGBL2.IM = "IFASMF.INMEM"
GLOBAL2.SMFGBL2.IM2 = "IFASMF.INMEM2"
GLOBAL2.SMFGBL2.LOG = "LOGSTREAM.dataset.name"

5. Enable the virtual table rule CQDSMFT3 to support the ability to pass a dynamic data set name for SMF tables. This REXX program is invoked by the SEF every time a table with the prefix 'SMF_' is found in the SQL statement. At invocation, this rule looks for an SMF map name, double underscore "__", and then the data set name for the SMF tables. The table name in the SQL statement must be of the form:

BaseMapName__DataSetName

Where DataSetName contains underscores instead of periods. For example, SELECT * FROM SMF_03000__DATA_SET_NAME would translate into an SQL Query of SELECT * FROM SMF_03000 and access the data set DATA_SET_NAME.

6. In the Studio:
   a. On the Server tab, expand SQL > Data > Virtual Tables.
   b. Right-click on any SMF data set.
   c. Select Generate Query to run the query.

Configuring SYSLOG files

To configure SYSLOG files, you need to configure the server configuration member and the server virtual table member.

Procedure

1. Customize the server configuration member. To enable virtual table rule events, configure the SEFVTBEVENTS parameter in the CQDSIN00 member.

   "MODIFY PARM NAME(SEFVTBEVENTS) VALUE(YES)"

2. Customize the virtual table rule CQDYSLOG with the System Logging data set name.
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